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Friday, October 12, 2012

Procrastination is the art of
keeping up with yesterday.
-Don Marquis

Wadsworth
Hall Plans
Weekly Gas
Leaks
By Alex Dinsmoor ~ Daily Bull

Michigan Tech’s Housing and
Residential Life department
announced that they are
planning on holding weekly
gas leaks in Wadsworth Hall
every Friday night. Housing noted that the purpose
of these gas leaks were to
provide additional hall socials for every hall, as recent
reports stated that many RAs
in Wads were having issues
rallying residents to participate in their hall events. One
RA, who whishes to remain
anonymous, told the Bull
that “I’m having extreme issues getting my residents to
get out of their rooms to do
any sort of activities. All they
want to do is drink Mountain
Dew and play video games
all day!”
The gas leaks, as referred to
internally by Housing as “fun
leaks” have yielded positive
see Clock on back
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The Great Space Debates, Pt. 4

Who Likes Math Puzzles?!

By Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller ~ Daily Bull

THE RACE IS HEATED! Or cooling, as is
the case for our presidential candidates as
they visit our solar system’s outer reaches.
This week on the Great Space Debates,
Obama and Romney will be passing by
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and the Kuiper
Belt. Here they’ll face voters who have
barely orbited the sun since the United
States was created.
Hot on the heels of a favorable jobs report,
Obama promised the constituents of
Neptune, “good people here will be put
to work, be they atmospheric jellyfish types
or something our top scientists have yet to

think up. We won’t discriminate based on
what sort of matter you build your blocks
with, so long as you’re able and willing
to help make America strong, you’re in.”
Romney, in an appeal to independent
voters living on Titan, promised to not only
lower outrageously high tax rates, but to
give them their first clear view of the stars
since the thick nitrogen and methane
haze enveloped the planet many ages
ago. “Obviously this is a case of a government that has gotten so massive, it literally
smothers the moon and all its inhabitants,”
campaigned Mitt. “Under my watchful

see Watch on back

Fill the grid with the digits 1-9 so as not to repeat a digit in any row or column
so the digits within each heavily outlined box or boxes (cage) will produce the
target number shown in that cage by using the operation (addition, subtraction,
multiplication, or division) shown by the symbol after the numeral. For example,
the notation 6+ means that the numerals in the cage should add up to 6 and the
notation 48x means that by multiplying the numbers in the cage you will get 48.
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results in getting residents to get out of their rooms and do something for once. An additional RA we interviewed outside of Wadsworth
hall stated that “This is really awesome, all of my residents are outside of their rooms and hanging out together. It’s amazing how toxic gasses
can bring a hall together so fast!”
Residents, however, are up in arms about what the gas leaks are forcing them to do.
“For the past two weeks, I’ve been trying to play League of Legends with my online girlfriend and I’ve been interrupted by some stupid fire
alarm. Can’t a guy just stay in his room and play video games in peace? Plus, if you really think that a gas leak could take down such a big CS
major like me, then you’ve got something coming.”
After this past week’s gas leak and Housing’s announcement that
they will in fact happen each Friday night in Wads, many students
are now planning ways to get around these gas leaks. There
have been many internal murmurs made by residents of where
they can go to play video games. The Bull has been tipped off
that many residents are going to be making forts to hide in their
rooms to avoid their RAs. The Wal-Mart and Shopko stock of
blankets have significantly decreased in the previous days, leading many employees to wonder if Wads will turn into a Community-Style blanket fort (like Fluffytown/Blanketsburg) this Friday.
With all of the gas fumes making us confused and uncertain
about Wad’s future, stay tuned to the Daily Bull to keep on top
of this ever developing situation!
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eye, government will be pared down, the oxygen debt cleared, and the atmospheric temperature brought to a comfortable 75°F so my kids can play outside in
the sunshine. You guys are sure in for a treat if I’m elected!”
“Somebody fact check this guy,” sniped Obama as he swooped back through the Saturnian system. “Titan only receives 1% of the sunlight that makes it to Earth,
so unless your kids like playing outside in -290°F temperatures, forget it. Besides, splashing around in methane lakes is incredibly unhealthy.”
Fuming that his summer vacation plans had been ruined, Romney steered his intergalactic campaign mobile towards the uncharted and lawless regions of the Kuiper
Belt. “If there’s one constituency the Republican Party can always count on, it’s the folks living offa the fatta the lan’. Bible Belt, Kuiper Belt, it doesn’t matter. They
share the same values deep down, and that’s what counts.”
From his campaign HQ on Cape Canaveral, Joe Biden beamed a message to his boss: “Obama – don’t forget to make a Uranus joke. Everyone on Reddit will love it
and you’ll score huge votes in that demographic.” Unbeknownst to the leftwing, Paul Ryan had reconfigured Biden’s transmitter to send decrypted signals directly
to Romney. “I knew he was planning to play dirty!” The challenger exclaimed. “I shall beat him to the punch!”
While Obama discussed the finer points of his healthcare agenda to rocky ice worlds beyond the reaches of Earth-based telescopes, Mitt casually sauntered his
spaceship up to Uranus. “Before I make any promises here tonight,” said Romney, pausing to let his transmissions echo throughout the ice giant, “I’d just like to say
that like our forefathers who founded this country, I like big butts, and I cannot lie. And you guys have some BIG butts, ha ha.”
Ryan cringed. “That… probably could have gone over a little better. But hey, with over two-thirds of Americans overweight or obese, it just goes to show that
Romney’s platform caters to the majority!” The polls, however, remained unmoved. Neither Romney nor Obama visited Pluto, which has pledged to vote for Ralph
Nader, “just to spice things up a little.”

